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Summary 

It has been shown in the preceding 
paper triat focusing in a linear accele- 
rator with drift tubes can be achieved 
if the shape of tile extremities of the 
urift tubes is suitably chosen(l). 

We have set out to build a low ener- 
gy prototype of an ion accelerator in 
which the results obtained theoritically - 
are exploited . Kith tne focusing system 
described above,a current gain of about 
ten times to the unfocused machine was 
obtained. Without any preliminary bun- 
ching device, the output to input current 
ratio is as high as 10% in good agreement 
with theory. 

Description of the accelerator 

Tne essentially original feature 
cf this model lies in the shape of tile 
drift tubes. The latter are cylindrical, 
but iheir enos are prolonged with two 
diametrically opposed "fingers",whose 
function is to create a quadrupole fieid 
disiribution (fig.1). The accelerator is 
a machine of the Sloan-Lawrence type, 
employing a symmetrical transmission line. 
Its basic characteristics are as follows: 
Frequency:20 MC/~ 
Number of drift tubes:21 
Lell@h of the first tube:L=23.08 mm 
Length of the final tube:L=80.67 mm 
Ratio S/L=U.25 ; Ratio g/h -2 
(;! ana h are defined in fig.11 
Total length of the structure:l.lS mm 
Internal diameter of the drift tubes: 

2a=lO mm 
biameter of the fingers:10 mm 
Diameter of the injection aperture:bmm 

The apparatus was designed to acce- 
lerate helium ile+ ions. For this type of 
ion,tIie parameters are as follows: 
Injection energy:14 keV 
Cutput energy: 200 keV 
Maximum Sap voltage : 7.7 to 11 kV 
Synchronous phase: go = 30° 

The lengths and positions of the 
urift tubes are adjustable. They are SUF- 
porteu on small stems which can slide 
aiong two bars,as the photograph (fig.2) 

shows.The length of each tube is a func- 
tion of the RI' voltage distribution along 
the structure.Tne latter h-as bee/n measu- 
red by means of a new method,which was 
suggested by the perturbation technique 
(2).The whole structure is held at the 
static injection potential (12 to 16 kV), 
as this simplifies the design of the ion 
source (which is held at zero potential). 

des 
A power oscillator using two pento- 

in a symmetrical circuit provides the 
requisite energy to operate the accele- 
rator. The resonant frequency of the 
structure is set at 20 MC/S, by means of 
a coil which is connected to the bars on 
the injection side. With this arrangement, 
the RF voltage increases from the entry 

to the exit of the accelerator. The os- 
cillator provides Rl- power of the orier 
of k.W; in fact,BOOWis adequate to acce- 
lerate he+ ions up to 200 keV. 

The ion source consists of a stan- 
dard "duoplasmatron", 
The ions 

working witn f‘elium, 

plasma by 
are extracted from the discharge 

an extraction electrode which 
is hela at the injection potential. A 
three-electrode einzel lens then enables 
us to focus the beam onto the entry pupil 
of the accelerator. Since the diameter 
of the entry nupil is small (bmm) and the 
extraction voltages are low,the current 
injected into the accelerator will be of 
the order of a few hundred microam$res. 

between the injectiorl lens and the 
accelerator is situated a buncher,rqnicli 
is none other than a single drift tube, 
placed between a pair of metal planes. 
As the ions pass throup,h the two succes- 
sive gaps of this drift tubes,their speed 
can be varied. The buncher must have as 
little influence as possible on the radial 
motion; this will be the case if the RF 
field is uniform in the two gaps. For 
this reason,the ends of the buncher elec- 
trodes are fitted with grids. The drift 
tube is excited bv means of a RF' voltage 

J 

of the same frequency as the accelerating 
poterltial,anu of suitable phase. A RI‘ ant- 
plifier is coupleu to the principal oscil- 
lator via a continuously variable delay 
line,anU if it provides a Fotential of 
a few hundred volts, the buncher will 
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behave satisfactorily. 

The beam detection equipment is 
placed al. the exit of the accelerator. 
It consists of a mobile Faraday cage, 
wit!] wh-cl&he output current can be mea- 
sured and the shape and phase of the bun- 
c:les of ions which emerge fronl the machi- 
ne can be observed on an oscillograph. 
(The pass band of the Faraday caCe is 
very wide,about 200 Ye/s. Alternatively, 
the appedranc? of- the bean energy spec- 
trum can be st-uuied with an energy ana- 
lyser.The latier consists of an electror- 
tatic deflector with deflection angle 
equal to GOO,tne electrodes of which are 
supplied with a 50 cycle alternating 
voltage. The form of the energy spectrum 
from G to 500 keV can then be observed 
directly on an oscillograph screen. 

Calculation of the trajectories-Accep- 
tance 

To calculate the trajecto 
Tfr 

s ,we 
use the method outlined earlier . To 
represent the potential over the cylinder 
r=a, we have chosen the function shown 
in fig.Z(see ref.l).This model,which 
seems to be justifiable when the fingers 
are long in comparison with the gap width 
might seem to be inaccurate when this is 
not the case. hevertheless,we have shown 
experimentally in an electrolytic tank 
that fcr g=2h,the value selected in the 
accelerator eesign,the model is still 
satisfactory. by analogy with electros- 
tatic qUadrUpOle lenses,the diameter of 
tnr fingers is equal to the interior dia- 
meter of the tubes.by selecting this va- 
lue,only the n=O ahc. 11-2 (quadrupole) 
components need be retained in the expan- 
SlOIlS. 

The earlier formulae giving the ra- 
uial anu axial impulses can then be ap- 
plied uirectly. We have calculated a lar- 
ge number of trajectories with the aid 
of an electronic computer (CAG 500). The 
trajectories within the machine are deter- 
mined by the four injection parameters,r 
r,Eand i (the notation is the same as that 
used in (1). The trajectories are stable 
(or at least,useful,in the sense that the 
particles are not lost eiiher through im- 
pact dgainst the Lrift tubes or because 
they get.out of step with the accelera- 
ting k.ave) if the point representing the 
initial conuitions lies within a hyper- 
volume in four dimensions with coordina- 
tes r,G, E and r .Certain sections 
through this hypervolume are of especial 
interest,and in particular,the r,C 
diagram which is obtained from the inter- 

section with the plane r=O, i=O. In fact 
the orders of magnitude of-r (injected 
beam not parallel) and of E: (fluctuations 
of the injection potentialjare such that 
the influence of X? and i is considerably 
smaller than that of 17 or & . A number 
of trajectories which-have been traced 
for common values of r and E have confir- 
med this approximation, 

We have determined the trajecto- 
ries through the accelerator for a large 
number of initial values of r=ro, E= &, 
with r=O and i =O; we ;lave thus been 
able to establish the stability zone in 
the r, Eplane (which is equivalent to 
the r, A.8 plane),shown in fig.3.This 
diagram displays the influence of the 
coupling between the r and E motions 
very clearly inaeed,since the stability 
region is highly asymmetrical about the 
&=O axis. A similar diagram (the dotted 
curve) is obtained for the other quadru- 
pole symmetry plane. The acceptance of 
the machine is different in the two 
planes,since the first quatirupole is 
focusing in one and defocusing in the 
other. Th adaptation device suggested 
by TEN(:(3e which consisted of a half- 
lens place; at the entry to the accele- 
rator,seems able to equalize the accep- 
tances in the two symmetry planes. 

The results obtaineu 

The purpose of self-focusing, 
structures is to increase the current in 
drift-tubes accelerators. We have there- 
fore endeavourec to measure the current 
yield of the machine described above. 

The injected current Il,is the 
sum of the useful current I2 collected 
at the target ant the current lost to 
the drift tubes. The RF potential applied 
to the tubes allows us to trap the secon- 
dary electrons efficiently,anu the current 
lost can be measured without difficultly. 
The I'araday cage is su'iiabl y polarized 
so that the effect of the secondarv i 
electrons is eliminated.Tlie magnituile 
of the ion energy can be examined simul- 
taneously with the energy spectrograph. 

The current yield can easily reach 
10% (11=200)+ 12= p 20 A) uithout introdu- 
cing any device to provide preiininary 
bunchinp.As a standaru of comparison, 
we have measured the current yield of 
the oriGina Sloan-Lawrence acceleratin;-, . ..I 
structure.( cylindrical drift tubes with 
planes encls). In these conditions,the 
maximum yield is of the order ofLFhis 
result demonstrates how effective is 
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tne focusing system described above.The 
orcer of magnitude of the yield can be 
tneoretically obtained by examining the 
preceding r, & diagrams.The major limi- 
tation on the yield is due to the phase 
acceptance (of the order of bOO),while 
the radial oscillations result in a 
slignt loss of particles. The agreement 
between the yield thus obtained and the 
experimental results is satisfactory. 

Tne output current,12 depends 
strongly upon the value of the synchro- 
nous pkiase, go, and hence,upon the RF po- 
wer .Irl fact, when go has a value close 
to zero, the quadrupole effect is very 
noticeable,Sut the axial bunching of the 
ions is poor. For high values of tie ,the 
reverse is the case,and we therefore ex- 
pect there will be an optimum value of 
the syncilranous phase. This is indeed 
wnat is observed,as the curve plotted 
in fig.4 shows. The synchronous phase is 
determined either by measuring the RF 
voltage on the drift tubes or by deter- 
mining the phase of the bunches of ions 
wnich emerge from the accelerator. Tile 
optimum phase is in the neighbourhood 
of 300. 

With cur intruments,we were able 
to measure the widtn of the energy spec- 
trum easily,and this is an important 
characteristic of a linear accelerator. 
Tne photograph (fig.51 shows the appea- 
rallce of a typical spectrum when the 
complete emergent beam is analysed. The 
mean energy is 200 keV +lO keV (the 
calibration accuracy of-the spectrograph) 
ant the half-width of the line is4,5keV; 
or' 2,,l&.It should be noticed that the 
shape of the spectrum is not the same 
for all points over tne same cross-sec- 
tion of the beam. Tnis experimental re- 
sult aiso refiects the considerable 
effect aue to coupling between the com- 
ponent motions. 

L/e have observed that the output 
current is limited prix,cipally by the 
pnase acceptance,which justifies the use 
of a bunchcr.Ior given accelerator ope- 

rating conciitions (IiF potential,injec- 
tion potential),we find that optimum 
values of the voltage and phase at the 
buncher electrode exist (corresponding 
to adjustement of the buncoing parame- 
ter and the input phase respectively). 

Under these conditions,the current 
yield can reach 28%. The influence of 
the buncher on the sliape of the encrtiy 
spectrum is negligible. 

Conclus.ion 

We have demonstrated exyerimental- 
ly tiiat quadrupole self-focusing devices, 
the arrangement with "fingers" in I:arti- 
cular,can be used to goou effect in drift 
tube accelerators.The performlance of this 
new type of accelerator is clearly stipe- 
rior to that of a grid macfiirie,for which 
the yielc is never most tnan a few per- 
cent,when heavy ions are being> accelera- 
ted. 
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Fi.g. 1. Drift tubes tith "fingers." 
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